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Abstract

The present study introduces a research approach that combines corpus-
linguistic and discourse-analytic perspectives to analyze the discourse pat-
terns in a large corpus of biology research articles. The primary goals of
the study are to identify vocabulary-based Discourse Units (DUs) using
computational techniques, to describe the basic types of DUs in biology
research articles as distinguished by their primary linguistic characteristics
(using Multi-Dimensional analysis), to interpret those Discourse Unit
Types in functional terms, and to then illustrate how the internal organiza-
tion of a text can be described as a sequence of DUs, shifting among
various Discourse Unit Types.
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1. Introduction

Over the past few decades there have been numerous studies document-
ing the linguistic characteristics of texts and text types. Research in this
area has been carried out from two major perspectives: by corpus lin-
guists, focusing on the surface linguistic characteristics of texts and regis-
ters; and by discourse analysts, focusing on the internal discourse organi-
zation of texts. Studies of the first type have usually been quantitative
and carried out on large text corpora; these studies often compare the
linguistic characteristics of texts from different registers (e. g., Granger
1983; Collins 1991, 1995; Tottie 1991; Mair 1990; Meyer 1992; Biber,
Johansson, Leech, Conrad, Finegan 1999; Rohdenburg and Mondorf
2003). Studies of the second type have usually been qualitative and based
on detailed analyses of a small number of texts; these studies usually
focus on the internal structure of texts from a single register, such as
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written narratives or scientific research articles (e. g., Mann and Thomp-
son 1992; Martin 1992; Hoey 2001; Bhatia 1993; Swales 1990; Paltridge
1997).

A few previous studies have attempted to combine these two research
perspectives (e. g., Berber Sardinha 1997; Henry and Roseberry 2001;
Upton and Connor 2001; Csomay 2002, 2003; Kanoksilapatham 2003).
In most cases, such analyses have been experimental or have proven to
be extremely labor-intensive, requiring the human analyst to identify the
boundaries of discourse segments and to code the functional type of
each segment. As a result, most quantitative studies of text corpora have
focused on lexical and grammatical features, generally ignoring higher-
level discourse structures or other aspects of discourse organization. On
the other hand, most qualitative discourse analyses have focused on the
analysis of discourse patterns in individual texts, but they have not pro-
vided tools for empirical analyses that can be applied on a large scale
across a corpus of texts.

One of the central goals of corpus-based research is to document linguis-
tic patterns that are replicable and generalizable to a domain of use. That
is, much theoretical discussion about corpus design and the appropriate
methods of corpus analysis centers around issues of validity and represen-
tativeness: what methods are required to provide the basis for generaliz-
able conclusions, allowing the researcher to claim that he/she has accu-
rately represented the linguistic patterns in some domain of use. In con-
trast, discourse analysts generally have not attempted to achieve generaliz-
able results, because the study of discourse structure has been extremely
labor-intensive, requiring detailed consideration of a particular text. The
central issue that we take up in the present paper is whether these seem-
ingly contradictory goals and research approaches can be merged: that is,
whether generalizable patterns of discourse organization can be analyzed
in a large corpus, and whether those general patterns can then be used to
analyze the internal discourse structure of an individual text.

One analytical issue for any attempt to combine corpus-linguistic and
discourse-analytic research perspectives is to decide on a unit of analysis
with a linguistic basis. In previous corpus-based studies, the unit of
analysis has been the ‘text’, such as a complete book, research article, or
newspaper article. However, there is often extensive linguistic variation
within a text, associated with internal shifts in communicative task, pur-
pose, and topic. In some cases, text-internal topic/task units can be readily
identified, because they are marked by sections (in academic articles) or
chapter breaks (in textbooks). In other cases, though, it is difficult to
identify topic/task units, especially in spoken texts.

In the present study, the unit of analysis is the Discourse Unit (DU), a
topically coherent stretch of discourse identified on the basis of word
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use and other typical linguistic characteristics of unit boundaries. In par-
ticular, we adapt previously established techniques from computational
linguistics (TextTiling; see Section 3 below) to automatically identify
DUs, based on the word use patterns within a text. In brief, our segmen-
tation technique identifies stretches of discourse that are maximally dis-
similar in their vocabulary, based on the assumption that a shared set of
words is used repeatedly within a DU, while different sets of words are
used from one DU to the next.

Simply identifying the discourse units in selected texts does not result
in a generalizable description of the discourse patterns in a text variety.
Rather, corpus-based analysis is required to identify the types of dis-
course units that can be distinguished on linguistic grounds. In the pres-
ent approach, multi-dimensional analysis (see Biber 1988) is used to
identify the relevant linguistic parameters of variation, and cluster analy-
sis (see Biber 1989) is used to identify groupings of discourse units that
are maximally similar in their linguistic characteristics. Each grouping
of units is interpreted functionally as a Discourse Unit Type based on
consideration of its typical linguistic characteristics and detailed con-
sideration of individual discourse units from the type. Given this back-
ground, different registers can be compared for the extent to which they
rely on one or another DU type. And most importantly for our goals in
the present paper, it is possible to analyze the discourse organization of
individual texts as sequences of discourse units switching from one DU
Type to another as the communicative goals of the speaker/author shift
over the course of the text.

In sum, five analytical steps are required for the approach:

(1) Identify all Discourse Units (DUs) in the corpus, using automatic
text segmentation techniques

(2) Analyze the linguistic characteristics of each DU, using Multi-Di-
mensional Analysis

(3) Identify and interpret the basic DU Types, using Cluster Analysis
(4) Analyze the preferred DU types in each register
(5) Analyze the discourse organization of particular texts as sequences

of DU Types

In previous pilot research of this type, we investigated the discourse unit
types in a large multi-register corpus, including university classroom
teaching sessions, textbooks, and academic research articles (Biber, Cso-
may, Jones, Keck 2004). Because there are striking linguistic differences
among these registers, it was relatively easy to identify different discourse
unit types with dramatically different linguistic characteristics. Register
proved to be an important factor in that study, with the DU Types being
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constrained by register distinctions. This was especially the case for the
spoken / written opposition represented in the corpus for that study: The
DU Types used for spoken discourse were for the most part distinct
from the DU Types used for the written registers in this corpus.

That study suggests that this approach will be most productive if car-
ried out on a more restricted corpus representing only a single register.
That is, by minimizing the influence of register on the macro-level, we
are more likely to capture differences associated with particular com-
municative purposes that can shift within a text. In this way, the DU-
types can be interpreted as registers on a micro-level.

The present study set out to test this approach in a highly restricted
corpus, including only empirical research articles in biology. All of these
articles already have their internal discourse structure explicitly marked
by four sections: Introduction � Methodology � Results � Discussion.
The research question that we set for ourselves in this study was whether
the DU Type analysis could identify other micro-registers that operate
within the scope of these rhetorical sections, allowing a more detailed
analysis of the internal discourse organization of these academic re-
search articles.

2. Constructing the corpus of discourse units

As noted above, we focus on the discourse structure of biology research
articles in the present investigation. For this purpose, we constructed a
corpus representing a broad sampling of empirical research studies in
biology. We included articles from 10 major journals from several dif-
ferent subfields:

Agricultural and Forest Entomology
Annals of Human Genetics
Clinical and Experimental Pharmacology and Physiology
Conservation Biology
Functional Ecology
International Journal of Plant Sciences
Journal of Anatomy
Journal of Applied Microbiology
Journal of Avian Biology
Journal of Medical Primatology

We chose the most recent issue that was available on-line (usually from
summer or fall 2004), and selected the first 10 research articles from each
journal. All articles included in the corpus had four sections: Introduc-
tion � Methodology � Results � Discussion (IMRD). These sections
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were treated as separate ‘texts’. Thus, the corpus initially consisted of
400 ‘texts’ (10 academic journals � 10 articles from each journal � 4
sections in each article).

The next step in the analysis was to segment these texts into Discourse
Units. We initially applied a revised version of Hearst’s (1994, 1997)
TextTiling procedure to automatically identify Discourse Units. Concep-
tually, this is a quantitative procedure that compares the word forms
used in two adjacent segments of a text. If the two segments use the
same vocabulary to a large extent, we conclude that they belong to a
single discourse unit. In contrast, when the two segments are maximally
different in their vocabulary, we conclude that they are from different
Discourse Units (DUs). DU boundaries are marked between text seg-
ments that are maximally different in their use of vocabulary.

For the present study, the segmentation program is based on a 100-
word ‘window’, comparing the vocabulary in two adjacent 50-word text
segments. The program first compares the vocabulary in words 1�50 to
the vocabulary in words 51�100. The 100-word ‘window’ then advances
one word, so that the program compares the vocabulary in text segment
2�51 to the vocabulary in text segment 52�101. These comparisons con-
tinue until the entire text is processed.

Each comparison produces a similarity value that represents the extent
to which the vocabulary in the two 50-word segments is the same or
different. The similarity score is calculated using the following formula:
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For each word type in the 100-word window, the similarity procedure
first multiplies the frequency of that word-type in the first 50-word seg-
ment (freq1) times the frequency of the same word-type in the second 50-
word segment (freq2). (If a word type occurs in only one of the 50-word
segments, then the product of these frequencies is 0.) The multiplied
frequencies are then summed up, creating the numerator of the equation.
In the denominator, the frequency of each word type in each 50-word
segment is squared, and those squared frequencies are then summed up
(for each segment); the two summations (for each segment) are then
multiplied, and we then compute the square root of the resulting pro-
duct. The formula produces values between 0 and 1, where values close
to 1 indicate that the two halves of the window have many words in
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common, and values close to zero indicate that the two halves have few
words in common.

These similarity scores can be plotted, and slope measures are then
computed to find the ‘peaks’ and ‘valleys’ in these scores. Peaks repre-
sent the point where the two adjacent 50-word segments are maximally
similar in their vocabulary, indicating that the two segments clearly be-
long to the same discourse unit. Valleys represent the point where the
two adjacent text segments are maximally different in their vocabulary.
Any ‘valley’ that differed by at least 25 % from the preceding ‘peak’ was
marked as a DU boundary.

Hearst (1997) evaluates the extent to which human raters agree among
themselves on the location of textual boundaries, and the extent to which
the boundaries automatically assigned by TextTiling agree with human
perceptions. In both cases, acceptable but generally weak levels of agree-
ment were found. We carried out a further series of experiments on the
perceptual salience of boundaries assigned automatically by our segmen-
tation tool (see Jones, Keck, and Biber 2004), revising the algorithm for
text segmentation based on the results. For example, the revised algo-
rithm incorporates sentence punctuation, paragraph breaks, and section
headings if they are found relatively close to the boundary proposed
by the vocabulary dissimilarity measure. The results of our experiments
indicate a high level of agreement between the human and automatic
segmentations in cases where there is a high level of agreement among
human raters. However, in other cases there was little agreement among
human raters. We would argue that the automatically assigned bound-
aries are as valid as human-assigned boundaries in such cases.

The following text sample from the introduction of a research article
illustrates the kind of discourse units identified by the text segmentation
tool, showing how DU boundaries typically correspond to a shift in
topic and/or purpose. Each of these two DUs contain many words not
found in the adjacent stretch of discourse. The first DU introduces the
general context of the study, referring to various coniferous hosts, Europe,
Northern America, and Mediterranean region. The first DU also intro-
duces the eriophyoid mite, which is referred to in the second DU as well.
In the first DU, we learn about the general distribution of the eriophyoid
mite; for example, the mites are associated with fast growing plant tissues.
Then, in the second DU, the topic/purpose shifts to a discussion of why
seasonal variation occurs in the abundance of these mites. This new topic
is associated with many new vocabulary items not found in the first DU,
including: partly, explained, typical, dynamics, attack, colonized, first,
swell, enlarge, stop, time, reproducing, etc.

Text Sample 1. From the introduction of a research article (Agricultural
and Forest Entomology; AGFOENT01I), showing the location of DU
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boundaries. (The distinctive words in DU #2 are shown in bold un-
derlined.)

J ARTICLE BEGIN; DU #1

The eriophyoid mite Trisetacus juniperinus has been frequently recorded
on various coniferous hosts in Europe, as well as in Northern America,
and is responsible for shoot deformation and death of apical cells
(Keifer, 1975; Castagnoli, 1996). In the Mediterranean region, it can
cause considerable damage to the evergreen cypress, Cupressus sem-
pervirens L., especially in nurseries and young stands (Nuzzaci and Mo-
naco, 1977; Castagnoli and Simoni, 1998; Roques and Battisti, 1999).
This cypress is one of the most important tree species for landscape and
forestry in the whole Mediterranean region (Teissier du Cros, 1999).
The mites appear to be associated with fast growing plant tissues, such
as the apical buds of the shoots and the young reproductive organs (male
and female cones) (Guido et al., 1995; Castagnoli and Simoni, 2000).
Active meristemes in the apical buds are available throughout the year,
particularly in nurseries and young stands, whereas cones are produced
only when trees are sexually mature (1015 years) (Teissier du Cros, 1999).
A detailed study of the life history of T. juniperinus on young cypress
trees showed that great seasonal variation in abundance might occur in
this species, with a major peak during the spring growth period (Castag-
noli and Simoni, 2000).

J DU BOUNDARY; DU #2

Such variation was partly explained by the typical dynamics of the mite
attack on buds: the colonized buds first swell and enlarge, then stop grow-
ing. At that time, the mites are reproducing within the buds and a high
number of eggs and juveniles can be found inside (fig. 1a). Subsequently,
the mites leave to disperse in the crown, whereas the deformed buds can
resume growth to some extent (fig. 1b). New attacks can be detected
within the same year but, usually, they are less severe. This behaviour of
the mite and the reaction of the tree can be considered as something in
between the formation of a true gall and the defence reaction of the tis-
sues, both phenomena having been described for eriophyoid mites (West-
phal and Manson, 1996).

J DU BOUNDARY

Based on these techniques, we segmented all texts in our corpus into
Discourse Units. Table 1 below shows the composition of the original
corpus and the number of DUs identified in each research article section.
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Table 1. Corpus used for the analysis

# of ‘texts’ # of words total DUs # of DUs
> 100 words

Total research articles 100 386,000 1,827 1,503

Breakdown by section:
Introduction 100 61,000 292 238
Methods 100 109,000 526 426
Results 100 122,000 469 381
Discussion 100 94,000 540 458

Table 2 shows that DUs are on average around 240 words long in
each register, with the longest DUs being around 900 words. DUs in
discussion sections are somewhat longer than DUs in the other sections.
(We excluded all DUs shorter than 100 words from the quantitative
analyses, because the quantitative distribution of linguistic features can-
not be reliably measured in short texts. Thus, the shortest DUs in
Table 2 are 100 words.)

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for DU length in each register (DUs longer than 100
words)

DU Length, in words

N of DUs Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Total research 1,503 243 118 100 906
articles

Breakdown by section:
Introduction 238 242 115 100 770
Methods 426 240 120 100 835
Results 381 232 105 100 602
Discussion 458 254 127 100 906

3. Analyzing the linguistic characteristics of DUs: Multi-Dimensional
Analysis

After the biology corpus was segmented, each discourse unit was auto-
matically ‘tagged’ for a large number of linguistic features using the
Biber grammatical tagger. The current version of this tagger incorporates
the corpus-based research carried out for the Longman Grammar of Spo-
ken and Written English (Biber et al., 1999). The tagger identifies a wide
range of grammatical features, including word classes (e. g., nouns,
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modal verbs, prepositions), syntactic constructions (e. g., WH relative
clauses, conditional adverbial clauses, that-complement clauses con-
trolled by nouns), semantic classes (e. g., activity verbs, likelihood ad-
verbs), and lexico-grammatical classes (e. g., that-complement clauses
controlled by mental verbs, to-complement clauses controlled by pos-
sibility adjectives); the full set of features analyzed in the present study
is listed in Appendix I.

Multi-dimensional (MD) analysis was subsequently used to identify
the major patterns of linguistic variation among discourse units. MD
analysis is a methodological approach that applies multivariate statisti-
cal techniques (especially factor analysis and cluster analysis) to the in-
vestigation of register variation in a language. The approach was origi-
nally developed to analyze the range of spoken and written registers in
English (Biber 1986, 1988). There are two major quantitative steps in an
MD analysis: (1) identifying the salient linguistic co-occurrence patterns
in a language; and (2) comparing spoken and written registers in the
linguistic space defined by those co-occurrence patterns. In a third step,
it is possible to identify groupings of texts � ‘text types’ � that are
maximally similar in their multi-dimensional profiles (see Biber 1989,
1995). In the present study, these ‘text types’ are interpreted as the dis-
course unit types used in biology research articles.

As noted above, MD analysis uses factor analysis to reduce a large
number of linguistic variables to a few basic parameters of linguistic
variation. In MD analyses, the distribution of individual linguistic fea-
tures is analyzed in a corpus of texts. Factor analysis is then used to
identify the systematic co-occurrence patterns among those linguistic
features � the ‘dimensions’ � and then texts and registers are compared
along each dimension.

Appendix II gives the full factorial structure for the analysis in the
present study, while Table 3 summarizes the important linguistic features
defining each dimension (i. e., features with factor loadings over � or
� .3). In this case, principal components analysis, with a promax rota-
tion, was used for the analysis. Features with a communality estimate
greater than .1 were retained in the final factor analysis; only 38 of
the original 120� linguistic features were retained. Several features were
dropped because they were redundant or overlapped to a large extent
with other features. For example, the counts for common verbs, nouns,
and adjectives overlapped extensively with the semantic categories for
those word classes, even though the counts were derived independently.
In other cases, features were dropped because they were extremely rare
in biology research articles (e. g., 2nd person pronouns, phrasal verbs).
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Some of these features were combined into a more general class. For
example, to-clauses were originally broken down into five lexico-gram-
matical features, depending on the semantic class of the controlling
verbs: communication verbs, mental verbs, verbs of desire, verbs of cau-
sation, and epistemic verbs. However, these lexico-grammatical features
did not occur frequently enough in this corpus, and so they were all
combined into a single feature: verb � to-clause. Similarly, all passive
constructions were combined into a single feature (including agentless,
by-passives, and non-finite passive clauses). In this case, the individual
features were all relatively common, but they did not vary sufficiently
across the texts of this corpus to figure prominently in the final factor
analysis.

The solution for four factors was selected as optimal. Taken together,
these factors account for only 27 % of the shared variance (see Table 1
in Appendix II), but they are readily interpretable. Solutions with addi-
tional factors accounted for relatively little additional variance, and sub-
sequent factors were represented by few features.

Table 3. Summary of the four dimensions from the factor analysis of the biology corpus

Dimension 1: Evaluation of possible explanations
Features with large positive loadings:
predicative adjectives, main verb be, adjective � to-clause, adjective � that-clause,
adverbs, prediction modals, possibility modals, linking adverbials, causative adverbial
subordination, conditional adverbial subordination, pronoun it, 1st person pronouns,
(3rd person pronouns, necessity modals)
Features with large negative loadings:
nouns

Dimension 2: Current state of knowledge versus past events and actions
Features with large positive loadings:
communication verbs, communication verb � that-clause, present tense, perfect as-
pect, epistemic verb � that-clause, relative clauses, demonstrative pronouns, (verb �
to-clause)
Features with large negative loadings:
past tense, clausal coordination, (concrete nouns)

Dimension 3: Procedural description of actions / events
Features with large positive loadings:
passive voice verbs, activity verbs, mental verbs, progressive aspect, time adverbials,
cognitive nouns
Features with negative loadings:
attributive adjectives

Dimension 4: Abstract / theoretical discussion of concepts
Features with large positive loadings:
nominalizations, long words, abstract nouns, process nouns, cognitive nouns, attribu-
tive adjectives, noun � that complement clause
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Each factor comprises a set of linguistic features that tend to co-occur
in the discourse units from the biology corpus. Factors are interpreted
as underlying ‘dimensions’ of variation based on the assumption that
linguistic co-occurrence patterns reflect underlying communicative func-
tions. That is, particular sets of linguistic features co-occur frequently
in texts because they serve related communicative functions. Two primary
considerations are important for the factor interpretations: 1) an assess-
ment of the communicative functions that have been associated with lin-
guistic features in previous research, to determine the functions that are
shared by the features comprising a dimension; and 2) analysis of individ-
ual discourse units that are especially marked for a dimension, to observe
the functions of these co-occurring features in actual discourse contexts.

For example, the positive features on Factor 1 (e. g., predicative adjec-
tives, main verb be, adjective � to-clause, adjective � that-clause, predic-
tion modals, possibility modals, linking adverbials, causative adverbial
subordination, conditional adverbial subordination) co-occur in aca-
demic discourse that presents logical possibilities and compares the mer-
its of competing explanations. ‘Dimension scores’ can be computed for
each DU, representing the extent to which the DU utilizes the co-occur-
ring features grouped on the dimension. (The methodology for comput-
ing dimension scores is discussed in Section 4 below.) The following text
excerpt � a DU from a Discussion section � has a large positive dimen-
sion score for Dimension 1 (a score of 14.4) and thus provides a good
example of the dense use of these co-occurring features in a text:

Text Sample 2. From a discussion section (Functional Ecology; FUNC-
ECO04D) (Selected Dimension 1 features are shown in bold underlined;
Dimension 1 score � 14.4)

It is conceivable that recently created grasslands will maintain a weedy,
ruderal character on a long-term basis and not develop into the stable
communities typical of old grasslands. The opening of gaps in the sward
after drought may potentially make these communities more vulnerable
to colonization by invasive species more suited to the changed climatic
conditions. However, if the model predictions for wetter winters as well
as drier summers prove correct, the impact on species composition and
the dangers from invasive species will be smaller than they would be
otherwise. The strategy of conversion of arable land to grassland is there-
fore still desirable on conservation grounds. However, weather as wet as
that in the period 1998�2001 is likely to remain relatively rare, and it
may be advisable to adjust seed mixes, where sown, to include more deep-
rooting perennial forb species which will persist through periods of
drought.
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Reflecting the functions of these co-occurring features in discourse
units, the interpretive label ‘Evaluation of possible explanations’ can be
proposed for Dimension 1.

Other factors have features with positive loadings as well as features
with negative loadings, representing two distinct co-occurrence sets.
These two feature sets comprise a single factor because they tend to
occur in complementary distribution: when a discourse unit has a high
frequency of the positive set of features, that same discourse unit will
tend to have low frequencies of the negative set of features, and vice
versa. In the interpretation of a factor, it is important to consider the
likely reasons for the complementary distribution between positive and
negative feature sets as well as the reasons for the co-occurrence patterns
within those sets.

For example, Dimension 2 comprises two complementary sets of fea-
tures. The positive features include communication verbs (especially con-
trolling a that-clause), present tense, perfect aspect, and epistemic verb
� that-clause. Those features occur in complementary distribution to the
features with negative loadings: past tense, clausal coordination, and
concrete nouns.

On first consideration, this distribution of features is surprising, repre-
senting exactly the opposite pattern from that found in the Biber (1988)
MD analysis of general spoken and written registers. That is, Dimension
2 in the 1988 study was defined by past tense verbs co-occurring with
perfect aspect verbs, in complementary distribution to present tense
verbs. That dimension was interpreted as representing stereotypical nar-
rative discourse, especially fictional narrative. In contrast, Dimension 2
in the present analysis shows that present tense tends to co-occur with
perfect aspect in biology academic discourse units; and that both of
those features have a complementary distribution to past tense. In this
case, perfect aspect verbs function to report past findings that continue
to have current validity; thus they co-occur with present tense verbs
that often report ‘timeless’ facts and the current state of knowledge.
For example:

Text Sample 3. From an introduction section (Agricultural and Forest
Entomology; AGFOENT05I; Dimension 2 score � 0.5) (Present tense
and perfect aspect verbs are shown in bold underlined.)

After hatching, larval clutches develop through five instars before pupa-
tion (Elliott and Bashford, 1978 ). Gregarious newly emerged neonates
initially feed in the vicinity of their eggshells, avoiding eucalypt oil glands
by skeletonizing the leaf surface. However, from the third instars on-
wards, larvae feed on all leaf material. Upon cessation of the larval stage,
larvae leave the host plant and enter a prepupal stage in the soil, after
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which pupation occurs in cocoons formed from silk, bodily fluids and
surrounding soil particles (Elliott and Bashford, 1978; Mcquillan, 1985).
A suite of natural enemies has been recorded to attack the immature
stages of M. privata. Predators of larvae include spiders and an uniden-
tified mirid (Hemiptera: Miridae) (Lukacs, 1999). […] The larvae of M.
privata are oligophagous, having been recorded feeding in the field on at
least 27 species of eucalypt (Neumann and Collett, 1997). […] Variations
in the level of E. globulus defoliation following outbreaks of M. privata
have been recorded in E. globulus genetics trials and plantations (Farrow
et al., 1994; Jones et al., 2002).

In contrast, past tense verbs (and clausal coordination) are used
mostly for a simple reporting of past actions and events, as in:

Text Sample 4. From a methods section (Agricultural and Forest Entomol-
ogy; AGFOENT05M; Dimension 2 score � �7.5) (Past tense verbs are
shown in bold underlined.)

Before being searched each tree was divided into thirds, which repre-
sented a north-eastern, southern and north-western aspect. The juve-
nile foliage of each aspect was simultaneously searched by one of three
scorers for the number of egg batches present, with scorers alternating
which third of the tree was searched. Searches were conducted for 2 min,
or less if the entire tree was searched within the 2 min. The leaves with
egg batches were removed and returned to the laboratory, where the
number of batches per tree was recorded, as well as the size of each egg
batch. The number of eggs within a batch parasitized by Telenomus sp.
(see Telenomus sp. egg parasitism, Woolnorth) was also recorded. Prior
to analysis a log transformation was used to normalize the count data.

Considering the functions of these complementary sets of co-occurring
features, we can propose the interpretive label ‘Current state of knowl-
edge versus past events and actions’ for Dimension 2.

For the most part, Dimensions 3 and 4 have only positive features.
Dimension 3, which is interpreted as ‘ Procedural description of actions /
events’, consists of passive voice verbs, progressive aspect verbs, time
adverbials, activity verbs, and mental verbs and nouns. Text sample 4
above illustrates many of these features co-occurring in a typical pro-
cedural discussion from a methods section. Nearly all verb phrases in this
discourse unit are in the passive voice and incorporate an activity verb
(e. g., was divided, was searched, were conducted, were removed, was re-
corded, was used). This sample also illustrates the use of (non-finite)
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progressive verbs (e. g., being searched, alternating) and time adverbials
(before, simultaneously, for 2 min., prior to).

Finally, Dimension 4 includes mostly nominal features: nominali-
zations, long words, abstract nouns, process nouns, cognitive nouns,
noun � that complement clause, and attributive adjectives. At the same
time, many noun classes do not co-occur with these features, such as
concrete nouns, animate nouns, or place nouns (the last two were
dropped from the factor analysis because they did not co-vary signifi-
cantly with other features in this corpus). The nouns that do co-occur
on Dimension 4 refer to abstract concepts and processes, prompting the
interpretive label ‘Abstract discussion of concepts’. Text sample 5 il-
lustrates these characteristics in a discussion section DU:

Text Sample 5. from a discussion section (Conservation Biology;
CONSBIO05D) (Selected Dimension 4 features � nominalizations, long
words, and abstract/process nouns � are shown in bold underlined; Di-
mension 4 score � 11.8)

Agricultural intensification had a profound impact on nocturnal and cre-
puscular aerial insect abundance, and certain insect families, many of
which are host-specific, were less common on conventional farms than
on organic farms. In particular, insect families important in bat diets
were adversely affected by agricultural intensification. Changes in land
use through agricultural intensification have reduced resource abundance
for bats and have reduced the stability and predictability of such food
resources. Because bat communities are resource-limited (Bonaccorso
1979; Findley 1993), our data support the hypothesis that agricultural
intensification has been a factor in the reduction in the numbers of key
dietary components for bats and that this reduction has led to reduced
bat activity on conventional farms. Significant correlations between the
activity of bats and the abundance of their prey support assumptions in
the United Kingdom’s biodiversity action plans that agricultural intensifi-
cation has been a significant factor leading to declines in bat populations.
Furthermore, our data suggest that managing farms to maximize insect
abundance, especially that of key insect families, by maintaining diverse
and structurally varied habitats and reducing agrochemical use, would
benefit bat populations.

4. Identifying and interpreting the discourse unit types of biology
research articles

Most MD studies have been undertaken to investigate the patterns of
variation among ‘registers’: varieties of language that are defined by
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their situational (i. e. non-linguistic) characteristics (see Biber 1994). The
original MD studies (Biber 1986, 1988) analyzed a wide range of general
spoken and written registers in English (e. g., conversation, spontaneous
speeches, newspaper editorials, academic prose), while many subsequent
analyses have applied those dimensions to the analysis of other more
specialized registers (see, e. g., the studies in Conrad and Biber 2001).
These analyses have shown that there are important, systematic linguistic
differences among registers. However, the register categories themselves
are defined in situational rather than linguistic terms.

A complementary perspective on textual variation is to identify and
interpret the text categories that are linguistically well defined, referred
to as text types. Text type distinctions have no necessary relation to
register distinctions. Rather, text types are defined such that the texts
within each type are maximally similar in their linguistic characteristics,
regardless of their situational/register characteristics. However, because
linguistic features have strong functional associations, text types can be
interpreted in functional terms.

Text types and registers thus represent complementary ways to dissect
the textual space of a language. Text types and registers are similar in
that both can be described in linguistic and in situational/functional
terms. However, the two constructs differ in their primary bases: regis-
ters are defined in terms of their situational characteristics, while text
types are defined linguistically.

In the MD approach, text types are identified quantitatively using
Cluster Analysis, with the dimensions of variation as predictors. Cluster
analysis groups texts into ‘clusters’ on the basis of shared multi-dimen-
sional/linguistic characteristics: the conversations grouped in a cluster
are maximally similar linguistically, while the different clusters are maxi-
mally distinguished. This approach has been used to identify the general
text types in English and Somali (see Biber 1989, 1995).

The corpus in the present study is structured to represent four regis-
ters: Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion sections in biology
research articles. It would be possible to contrast the MD characteristics
of I-M-R-D sections from a register perspective. However, that approach
does not permit analysis of the different kinds of discourse units operat-
ing within the scope of article sections. That is, without a detailed func-
tional taxonomy of discourse units in biology research articles, we have
no basis for a register classification of those units. Cluster analysis pro-
vides an alternative approach, grouping DUs into ‘clusters’ that are
maximally similar in their linguistic characteristics; those clusters are
interpreted as ‘Discourse Unit Types’.

The dimensions of variation (see Section 3 above) are used as linguistic
predictors for the clustering of biology DUs. The individual feature
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counts are first standardized so that each feature has a comparable scale,
with a mean of 0.0 and a standard deviation of 1. (This standardization
is based on the overall means and standard deviations for each feature
in the biology academic corpus.) Then, ‘dimension scores’ are computed
by summing the standardized frequencies for the features comprising
each of the four dimensions. The cluster analysis is based on the four
dimension scores for each discourse unit.

Cluster analysis is an exploratory statistical technique that groups
DUs statistically, based on the scores for all four dimensions. The FAST-
CLUS procedure from SAS was used for the present analysis. Disjoint
clusters were analyzed because there was no theoretical reason to expect
a hierarchical structure. Peaks in the Cubic Clustering Criterion and the
Pseudo-F Statistic (produced by FASTCLUS) were used to determine
the number of clusters. These measures are heuristic devices that reflect
goodness-of-fit: the extent to which the texts within a cluster are similar,
while the clusters are maximally distinguished. In the present case, these
measures had peaks for the 6-cluster solution.

Tables 4 and 5 provide a descriptive summary of the cluster analysis
results. Table 4 shows the number of DUs grouped into each cluster
together with other statistics on the dispersion of DUs within the cluster
and the nearest cluster. Table 5 gives descriptive statistics for the dimen-
sion scores of each cluster. The clusters differ notably in their distinctive-
ness: the smaller clusters are more specialized and more sharply distin-
guished linguistically. For example, Cluster 1 has only 73 DUs; linguisti-
cally, the DUs grouped in Cluster 1 have extremely large positive scores
on Dimension 1 (‘Evaluation’) and moderately large positive scores on
Dimension 2 (‘Current state of knowledge’). At the other extreme, Clus-
ter 3 is a ‘general’ DU type: it is large (538 DUs) and relatively un-
marked in its dimension scores.

Table 6 shows that the clusters are not distributed evenly across re-
search article sections. For example, 58 of the 73 DUs in Cluster 1 (or
79.45 % of all Cluster 1 DUs) occur in Discussion sections. Cluster 2
similarly shows a strong association with a single section: 199 of the 265
DUs in Cluster 2 (or 75.09 % of all Cluster 2 DUs) occur in Methods
sections. At the same time, Table 6 shows that research article sections
are composed of discourse units from all six clusters. For example, there
are a total of 458 DUs from Discussion sections, broken down as fol-
lows:

� 58 from Cluster 1 (12.66 %)
� 8 from Cluster 2 (1.75 %)
� 66 from Cluster 3 (14.31 %)
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Table 4. Cluster Summary

Cluster Frequency RMS Std Maximum Nearest Distance
Deviation Distance from Cluster Between

Seed to Cluster
Observation Centroids

1 73 3.0702 12.7327 5 7.8474
2 265 2.7281 14.0839 3 6.8870
3 538 2.4576 11.1318 2 6.8870
4 180 2.4806 11.9632 6 6.3865
5 249 2.6715 12.9691 6 6.5797
6 198 2.6672 12.5751 4 6.3865

Table 5. Descriptive statistics for the dimension scores across clusters

Cluster Means
Cluster Dim. 1 Dim. 2 Dim. 3 Dim. 4

1 8.18 3.93 �1.18 0.58
2 �1.91 �4.09 5.94 �0.59
3 �0.97 �2.91 �0.55 �2.26
4 �0.45 �0.86 �4.43 3.03
5 1.21 7.35 �1.32 �0.55
6 1.07 3.47 �0.31 4.66

Cluster Standard Deviations
Cluster Dim. 1 Dim. 2 Dim. 3 Dim. 4

1 2.81 3.47 2.98 2.96
2 1.99 2.70 3.01 3.05
3 2.00 2.94 2.26 2.51
4 2.05 2.91 2.13 2.71
5 2.35 3.32 2.46 2.40
6 2.26 2.64 2.82 2.89

� 65 from Cluster 4 (14.19 %)
� 140 from Cluster 5 (30.57 %)
� 121 from Cluster 6 (26.42 %)

The clusters can be interpreted as Discourse Unit Types, because each
cluster represents a grouping of DUs with similar linguistic profiles. Fig-
ure 1 compares the linguistic characteristics of the four most distinctive
of these DU Types, plotting their mean dimension scores. The less dis-
tinctive DU Types � clusters 3 and 4 � are not plotted in Figure 1.

Taken together, Tables 4�6 and Figure 1 provide the basis for the
interpretation of each DU type. These interpretations are refined by con-
sideration of individual DUs from each type. Figure 1 shows that the
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Table 6. Distribution of DUs across clusters and research article sections

CLUSTER Research article section
(DU Type)

Frequency Discuss Intro Methods Results Total
Percent
Row Pct
Col Pct

1 58 6 2 7 73
3.86 0.40 0.13 0.47 4.86

79.45 8.22 2.74 9.59
12.66 2.52 0.47 1.84

2 8 5 199 53 265
0.53 0.33 13.24 3.53 17.63
3.02 1.89 75.09 20.00
1.75 2.10 46.71 13.91

3 66 48 199 225 538
4.39 3.19 13.24 14.97 35.80

12.27 8.92 36.99 41.82
14.41 20.17 46.71 59.06

4 65 59 10 46 180
4.32 3.93 0.67 3.06 11.98

36.11 32.78 5.56 25.56
14.19 24.79 2.35 12.07

5 140 74 1 34 249
9.31 4.92 0.07 2.26 16.57

56.22 29.72 0.40 13.65
30.57 31.09 0.23 8.92

6 121 46 15 16 198
8.05 3.06 1.00 1.06 13.17

61.11 23.23 7.58 8.08
26.42 19.33 3.52 4.20

Total 458 238 426 381 1503
30.47 15.83 28.34 25.35 100.00

four most distinctive DU types are defined by large scores on one (or
two) of the four dimensions: DUs from Type 1 have especially large
scores on Dimension 1 (Evaluation of possible explanations) plus rela-
tively large scores on Dimension 2 (Current state of knowledge); Text
Sample 2 above illustrates a DU of this type. DUs from Type 2 have
large negative scores on Dimension 2 (Past events) and large positive
scores on Dimension 3 (Procedural discourse); Text Sample 4 above il-
lustrates a DU of this type. DUs from Type 5 have large positive scores
on Dimension 2 (Current state of knowledge); Text Sample 3 above il-
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lustrates a DU of this type. And DUs from Type 6 have large positive
scores on Dimension 4 (Abstract/theoretical discussion of concepts); Text
Sample 5 above illustrates a DU of this type.

Reflecting these considerations, we propose the following tentative in-
terpretive labels for the six DU Types in our study:

� DU Type 1: Evaluation of implications and explanations (within the
context of current knowledge)

� DU Type 2: Procedural description of past actions and events
� DU Type 3: Simple description of events
� DU Type 4: Abstract / theoretical discussion (not evaluative and

not procedural)
� DU Type 5: Presentation of the current state of knowledge
� DU Type 6: Abstract / theoretical discussion (with a focus on the

current state of knowledge)

5. Using DU types to describe the discourse organization of a biology
research article

The sections above have described how research articles can be seg-
mented into discourse units; how factor analysis can be used to identify
the underlying dimensions that capture the systematic patterns of lin-
guistic variation among these DUs; and how cluster analysis can be used
to identify the DU Types that are defined by the multi-dimensional lin-
guistic space.

It is further possible to use these constructs to describe the discourse
organization of an individual research article. Table 6 above shows that
Research Article Sections and Discourse Unit Types provide two com-
plementary perspectives on the discourse structure of biology research
articles: all six DU Types occur in each section. Research article sections
provide an overt indication of the author’s intended purpose: introduc-
ing the topic; describing the methodology; reporting results; discussing
the implications. However, these four sections are cross-cut by discourse
units representing different DU Types, indicating that the author’s pur-
pose can shift in less explicit ways within a research article section. By
tracking the DU Type of the units within article sections, we are able to
provide a more detailed description of the internal discourse organiza-
tion.

To illustrate, Table 7 presents an outline of the DUs that constitute a
research article from the journal Agricultural and Forest Entomology;
Text Sample 1 (p. 157 above) presents the first two discourse units from
this article. In addition to representing a shift in vocabulary and topic,
it turns out that these two DUs also represent different DU types (Types
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Table 7. Outline of the DUs in a biology research article (AGFOENT01)

Introduction

DU1 Type 4 Abstract/theoretical discussion (not evaluative and
not procedural)

DU2 Type 5 Presentation of the current state of knowledge
DU3 Type 5 Presentation of the current state of knowledge

Methods

DU4 Type 3 Simple description of events
DU5 Type 2 Procedural description of past actions and events

Results

DU6 Type 3 Simple description of events
DU7 Type 3 Simple description of events

Discussion

DU8 Type 5 Presentation of the current state of knowledge
DU9 Type 5 Presentation of the current state of knowledge
DU10 Type 1 Evaluation of implications and explanations

(within the context of current knowledge)

4 and 5). The first discourse unit is an example of a Type 4 discourse
unit (‘Abstract/theoretical discussion’), characterized mostly by a large
positive score on Dimension 4: Abstract/theoretical discussion of con-
cepts. As such, this DU uses many long words, nominalizations,
abstract / process nouns, and attributive adjectives (e. g., eriophyoid, Tri-
setacus, juniperinus, coniferous, Mediterranean, Cupressus, sempervirens,
reproductive, meristemes, variation, abundance). This reliance on techni-
cal / abstract vocabulary is absent in the second DU, which is from
Type 5 (‘Presentation of the current state of knowledge’). Instead we
find frequent reference to concrete, tangible nouns, such as mite, bud,
eggs, juveniles, crown, tree, gall. At the same time, the second DU il-
lustrates the use of communication verbs to report previous findings
(explained, described), together with the use of present tense verbs to
present currently accepted ‘facts’ that provide the background to the
present study (e. g., the colonized buds first swell and enlarge, then stop
growing. At that time, the mites are reproducing within the buds […]
Subsequently, the mites leave to disperse in the crown).

Our analysis of discourse units similarly identifies a shift between the
last two DUs in the Discussion section of this research article, presented
as Text Sample 6. DU 9 is from Type 5, interpreted as presenting the
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current state of knowledge. In DU 9, these linguistic features are used
to present generally accepted ‘facts’ that can be used to interpret the
particular findings of the present study (e. g., this implies; it is worth
noting that female cones exhibit…; Scales colonized by mites produce more
tissue and assume a typical deformation; size and seed quality of the cone
is lower than that of healthy cones (Battisti et al., 2000); eriophyoid mites
are known to spread by wind currents and, occasionally, they are phoretic
on birds and insects (Kifer, 1975; Shvanderov, 1975)).

The last discourse unit of this article (DU 10) shifts to DU Type 1,
which relies on the evaluative features associated with Dimension 1. As
Text Sample 6 shows, this DU is marked by a notable shift to evaluative/
interpretive features, including 1st person pronouns (our), modal verbs
(e. g., may, can, should), causative subordination, linking adverbials
(e. g., however), main verb be, and the dense use of predicative adjectives,
often controlling a complement clause (e. g., optimal, unlikely, present;
are able to, be sufficient to). In sum, the analysis of this discussion section
in terms of its composite discourse units helps to identify a shift in au-
thor orientation reflecting an underlying shift in purpose.

Text Sample 6. the last two DUs from the discussion section of a re-
search article (Agricultural and Forest Entomology; AGFOENT01D)

DU9 � Type 5 � Presentation of the current state of knowledge:
(Selected Dimension 2 features are marked in bold underline)

This implies the existence of long-term effects of mite infestation, pos-
sibly involving chemicals produced by the plant (Westphal and Manson,
1996) or toxins released by mites (Oldfield, 1996), on the attacked tip.
Enlargement of the uninfested tips near the attacked ones was often
observed during the study and could be interpreted as a systemic reac-
tion of the tree. It is worth noting that female cones attacked by T.
juniperinus exhibit a similar reaction. Scales colonized by mites produce
more tissue and assume a typical deformation, with seeds becoming in
part visible, but both final size and seed quality of the cone is lower than
that of healthy cones (Battisti et al., 2000). In this case, mites can be
found on the scales during the short period of the rapid cone growth in
its second year of development (Guido et al., 1995; Roques and Battisti,
1999). Whereas, in a mature tree, the mites could move between the
apical buds and the cones, they depend on the availability of suitable
buds in seedlings and young trees, which makes survival more difficult.
The details of colonization and re-colonization of trees in the field are
not known for T. juniperinus, but eriophyoid mites are known to spread
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by wind currents and, occasionally, they are phoretic on birds and insects
(Kifer, 1975; Shvanderov, 1975).

DU10 � Type 1 � Evaluation of implications and explanations (within the
context of current knowledge):
(Selected Dimension 1 features are marked in bold underline)

In the greenhouse, as in our study, infestation of seedlings may occur via
contact with infested plants because seeds are not infested with mites
(Battisti et al., 2000). Seedlings are cultivated for approximately 1 year
in the greenhouse before grafting, under conditions that are optimal for
mite development and transfer among plants. Infestation of grafted trees
via scions can be another way of mite spreading; however, this was not
the case in our experiment where mites coming from the rootstocks
heavily infested the grafted scions. Other ways of seedling infestation
appear unlikely, because a natural re-infestation of trees maintained un-
der outdoor conditions during the experiment was not detected, even
though infested trees were present in the surroundings of the nursery.
These results imply that the mite problem is largely linked with nursery
practices. The higher susceptibility of Bolgheri, confirmed in our study,
may represent an economic problem because Bolgheri is the most impor-
tant clone on the market, and mites are able to limit tree growth up to
several months after the attack. An effective strategy to reduce damage
and maintain plant growth is based on the use of healthy rootstock and
graft material. In the case of infestation, a control should be applied as
soon as possible because there is an extended effect of mite attack on
tree growth. A single treatment should be sufficient to protect greenhouse
material from the early attack. Later colonization in the field may be
likely because trees have a higher number of tips and cones. However,
the impact of the mite on these trees is generally lower and control should
be considered on a case-by-case basis. A single-treatment strategy would
also prevent the risk of selecting mite genotypes resistant to the pesticide,
as has been observed for other eriophyoid mites (Messing and Croft,
1996). Our experiment with repeated applications of the same product
over 2 years did not show any evidence of resistance in t. juniperinus.

6. Conclusion

The present paper has introduced an approach to integrating the
strengths and goals of corpus analysis and discourse analysis. This ap-
proach allows the consideration of the internal discourse structure of
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individual texts based on generalizable units of analysis identified
through empirical analysis of a large corpus.

In our on-going research, we are extending this research approach in
several ways. First, we are interpreting the results of a perceptual analy-
sis to investigate whether human raters can reliably identify coherent
discourse segments in texts from different registers, and whether those
discourse segments correspond to the Discourse Units identified by auto-
matic analysis. (In several cases, we have found little agreement among
raters in identifying the boundaries of text-internal discourse segments;
for those texts, our automatic segmentation techniques are more reliable
and arguably at least as valid as a detailed analysis by hand.)

In addition, we are exploring the use of additional linguistic features
to distinguish among discourse unit types. One obvious feature to in-
clude in future analyses is the use of citations, which support the presen-
tation of previous research and the current state of knowledge. In addi-
tion, we hope to explore the use of information packaging features, such
as extraposition and clefting devices.

Our general purpose in the present study is to explore the possibility
of merging the research goals and methods of discourse analysis and
corpus linguistics. We used corpus-based analysis to identify and inter-
pret the types of discourse units commonly found in a corpus of biology
research articles. We then showed how that analysis could be applied to
describe the internal discourse organization of a particular article.

The research approach described here has several advantages: It relies
on empirical analysis of a large corpus. The results are therefore replica-
ble, and the findings can be regarded as generalizable patterns that are
representative of this register. When an individual text is analyzed in
terms of these constructs, the discourse patterns are readily comparable
to the analyses of other texts from the same register. At the same time,
the approach has disadvantages. Most importantly, it does not take into
account the particular, idiosyncratic discourse patterns of an individual
text. In addition, the discourse units themselves are identified primarily
on the basis of word use, disregarding more subtle signals of a shift in
purpose that might be apparent to a human analyst. Thus, we would
certainly not argue that corpus-based analysis of discourse unit types
should replace more conventional discourse analytic techniques. How-
ever, we hope that we have shown the usefulness of a research approach
that merges the research goals and methods of these two general ap-
proaches.
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Appendix I. List of lexical, grammatical, and lexico-grammatical
features identified by the tagger

1. Pronouns and pro-verbs
first person pronouns
second person pronouns
third person pronouns (excluding it)
pronoun it
demonstrative pronouns (this, that, these, those as pronouns)
indefinite pronouns (e. g., anybody, nothing, someone)
pro-verb do

2. Reduced forms and dispreferred structures
contractions
subordinator that deletion (e. g., I think [that] he went)
stranded prepositions (e. g., the candidate that I was thinking of )
split auxiliaries (e. g., they were apparently shown to …)

3. Prepositional phrases

4. Coordination
phrasal coordination (NOUN and NOUN; ADJ and ADJ; VERB and
VERB; ADV and ADV)
independent clause coordination (clause initial and)

5. WH-Questions

6. Lexical specifity
type/token ratio
word length

7. Nouns
nominalizations (ending in -tion, -ment, -ness, -ity)
nouns

7a. Semantic categories of nouns
animate noun (e. g., teacher, doctor, employee …)
cognitive noun (e. g., fact, knowledge, understanding …)
concrete noun (e. g., rain, sediment, modem …)
technical/concrete noun
quantity noun (e. g., date, energy, minute …)
place noun (e. g., habitat, room, ocean …)
group/institution noun (e. g., committee, bank, congress …)
abstract/process nouns (e. g., application, meeting, balance …)
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7b. Frequency features for nouns
common noun
moderately common noun
text specific noun
discipline specific noun
mode specific noun

8. Verbs

8a. Tense and aspect markers
past tense
perfect aspect verbs
non-past tense

8b. Passives
agentless passives
by passives

8c. Modals
possibility modals (can, may, might, could)
necessity modals (ought, must, should)
predictive modals (will, would, shall)

8d. Semantic categories of verbs
be as main verb
activity verb (e. g., smile, bring, open)
communication verb (e. g., suggest, declare, tell)
mental verb (e. g., know, think, believe)
causative verb (e. g., let, assist, permit)
occurrence verb (e. g., increase, grow, become)
existence verb (e. g., possess, reveal, include)
aspectual verb (e. g., keep, begin, continue)

8e. Frequency features for verbs
common verb
moderately common verb
text specific verb
discipline specific verb
mode specific verb

8 f. Phrasal verbs
intransitive activity phrasal verb (e. g., come on, sit down)
transitive activity phrasal verb (e. g., carry out, set up)
transitive mental phrasal verb (e. g., find out, give up)
transitive communication phrasal verb (e. g., point out)
intransitive occurrence phrasal verb (e. g., come off, run out)
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copular phrasal verb (e. g., turn out)
aspectual phrasal verb (e. g., go on)

9. Adjectives
attributive adjectives
predicative adjectives

9a. Semantic categories of adjectives
size attributive adjectives (e. g., big, high, long)
time attributive adjectives (e. g., new, young, old)
color attributive adjectives (e. g., white, red, dark)
evaluative attributive adjectives (e. g., important, best, simple)
relational attributive adjectives (e. g., general, total, various)
topical attributive adjectives (e. g., political, economic, physical)

9b. Frequency features of adjectives
common adjectives
moderately common adjectives
text specific adjectives
discipline specific adjectives
mode specific adjectives

10. Adverbs and adverbials
place adverbials
time adverbials

10a. Adverb classes
conjuncts (e. g., consequently, furthermore, however)
downtoners (e. g., barely, nearly, slightly)
hedges (e. g., at about, something like, almost)
amplifiers (e. g., absolutely, extremely, perfectly)
emphatics (e. g., a lot, for sure, really)
discourse particles (e. g., sentence initial well, now, anyway)
other adverbs

10b. Semantic categories of stance adverbs
non-factive adverbs (e. g., frankly, mainly, truthfully)
attitudinal adverbs (e. g., surprisingly, hopefully, wisely)
factive adverbs (e. g., undoubtedly, obviously, certainly)
likelihood adverbs (e. g., evidently, predictably, roughly)

10c. Frequency features of adverbs
common adverb
moderately common adverb
text specific adverb
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discipline specific adverb
mode specific adverb

11. Adverbial subordination
causative adverbial subordinator (because)
conditional adverbial subordinator (if, unless)
other adverbial subordinator (e. g., since, while, whereas)

12. Nominal post-modifying clauses
that relatives (e. g., the dog that bit me, the dog that I saw)
WH relatives on object position (e. g., the man who Sally likes)
WH relatives on subject position (e. g., the man who likes popcorn)
WH relatives with fronted preposition (e. g., the manner in which he was
told)
past participial postnominal (reduced relative) clauses (e. g., the solution
produced by this process)

13. That complement clauses

13a. That clauses controlled by a verb (e. g., we predict that the water
is here)

non-factive verb (e. g., imply, report, suggest)
attitudinal verb (e. g., anticipate, expect, prefer)
factive verb (e. g., demonstrate, realize, show)
likelihood verb (e. g., appear, hypothesize, predict)

13b. That clauses controlled by an adjective (e. g., it is strange that he
went there)

attitudinal adjectives (e. g., good, advisable, paradoxical)
likelihood adjectives (e. g., possible, likely, unlikely)
other adjectives

13c. That clauses controlled by a noun (e. g., the proposal that he put
forward was accepted)

non-factive noun (e. g., comment, proposal, remark)
attitudinal noun (e. g., hope, reason, view)
factive noun (e. g., assertion, observation, statement)
likelihood noun (e. g., assumption, implication, opinion)

14. WH-clauses

15. To-clauses

15a. To-clauses controlled by a verb (e. g., He offered to stay)
speech act verb (e. g., urge, report, convince)
cognition verb (e. g., believe, learn, pretend)
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desire/intent/decision verb (e. g., aim, hope, prefer)
modality/cause/effort verb (e. g., allow, leave, order)
probability/simple fact verb (e. g., appear, happen, seem)

15b. To-clauses controlled by an adjective
certainty adjectives (e. g., prone, due, apt)
ability/will adjectives (e. g., competent, hesitant)
personal affect adjectives (e. g., annoyed, nervous)
ease/difficulty adjectives (e. g., easy, impossible)
evaluative adjectives (e. g., convenient, smart)

15c. To-clauses controlled by a noun (e. g., agreement, authority, intention)

Appendix II. Statistical output from the factor analysis of biology
research articles

Table I.1. Eigenvalues for the first six factors

Eigenvalue Difference Proportion Cumulative

1 4.81539474 2.82633326 0.1267 0.1267
2 1.98906147 0.05942658 0.0523 0.1791
3 1.92963489 0.29061590 0.0508 0.2298
4 1.63901899 0.13399396 0.0431 0.2730
5 1.50502503 0.18690466 0.0396 0.3126
6 1.31812037 0.01730357 0.0347 0.3473

Table I.2. Inter-factor correlations

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

Factor 1 1.00000 0.33704 �0.28207 0.16770
Factor 2 0.33704 1.00000 �0.23946 0.21578
Factor 3 �0.28207 �0.23946 1.00000 �0.12994
Factor 4 0.16770 0.21578 �0.12994 1.00000

Table I.3. Rotated factor pattern (Promax rotation)

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

Features with high loadings on Factor 1

predicative adjectives 0.59725 �0.21374 �0.18694 �0.08250
copula be 0.53596 0.0223 0.06724 0.18825
adjective � to complement clause 0.53167 0.04448 0.09421 �0.04828
adverbs 0.49067 �0.03961 �0.14722 �0.15303
prediction modals 0.47859 0.07542 0.03827 0.02015
conjuncts 0.42739 0.16989 �0.05834 0.03781
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Table I.3. (continued)

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

Features with high loadings on Factor 1

possibility modals 0.41064 0.20298 �0.03595 0.20525
causative adverbial clauses 0.40932 �0.06489 0.04717 0.09738
conditional adverbial clauses 0.36147 �0.11082 0.10658 0.02544
adjective � that complement clause 0.33134 0.06686 0.06864 �0.01815
pronoun it 0.31604 0.31504 0.05425 �0.12020
first person pronouns 0.30642 �0.10662 0.13475 0.18895
third person pronouns 0.26277 �0.02551 �0.17277 �0.08850
necessity modals 0.25684 0.09208 0.05455 0.18069
nouns �0.50186 �0.27915 �0.03416 0.21725

Features with high loadings on Factor 2

communication verbs �0.10369 0.59439 0.28658 0.02054
communication verb � that �0.06108 0.55623 0.01099 �0.03151

complement clause
present tense 0.26291 0.52945 �0.29089 0.09118
perfect aspect �0.12455 0.52518 �0.05667 �0.04949
epistemic verb � that 0.09052 0.44476 0.07416 �0.00740

complement clause
relative clauses 0.0188 0.35085 �0.14433 �0.03247
demonstrative pronouns 0.12527 0.32147 �0.05153 �0.08789
verb � to complement clause 0.09671 0.28786 0.12872 0.09367
past tense 0.11086 �0.45245 0.53318 �0.14306
clausal coordination 0.23437 �0.35013 �0.22316 �0.09040
concrete nouns �0.12157 �0.19192 �0.12353 �0.08479

Features with high loadings on Factor 3

passive voice �0.11597 �0.00543 0.68231 �0.14811
activity verbs 0.0554 �0.00949 0.65759 0.05539
mental verbs 0.2924 0.08361 0.43665 0.11977
progressive aspect 0.05395 0.05294 0.42232 0.11338
time adverbials �0.04528 0.22996 0.37108 �0.24231

Features with high loadings on Factor 4

nominalizations 0.0075 �0.16825 0.05314 0.7261
word length 0.01948 0.05385 �0.06320 0.62795
abstract nouns 0.00163 �0.04929 �0.10624 0.47413
process nouns �0.13612 0.09724 0.04659 0.45618
cognitive nouns 0.06819 0.04338 0.33553 0.40226
attributive adjectives �0.04460 0.01662 �0.36044 0.37436
noun � that complement clause 0.06473 0.18228 0.1109 0.24678
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